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WORKSHOP: Task Risk Analysis (TRA)

"Risk arises from not knowing what you are doing." (Warren Buffet)
"The TRA Workshop" is part of the legally required risk management in all companies and
organizations where employees and employers have to work within their organization’s "Dynamic
Risk Management System" (DRBS).
A Task Risk Analysis (TRA) is also used where the global Risk Inventory and Evaluation (RIE) is too
general and needs to be worked out more specifically. Even when working with asbestos and other
hazardous materials or carcinogenic products, a specific TRA must be drawn up and implemented.
For example, the safety care system VCA 2017 / 6.0 under question 2.2 requires that at least 1 new
TRA be developed within a VCA-certified company every year.
TRA’s are also often requested by customers and clients. Customers can include a TRA in their SHE
plan that must be met by the contractor.
An important objective of this workshop is to being able to interpret a Task Risk Analysis as well as
being able to prepare a Task Risk Analysis independently or in small groups.
Terms such as danger, risk, risk factor, prevention measures, prevention hierarchy in relation to the
prevention of accidents at work, dangerous situations or actions are part of the process to arrive at a
good TRA that is subsequently implemented, evaluated and adjusted when necessary.
During the workshop the various possibilities offered by a TRA will be discussed:
• Tools for the reception and on giving instructions;
• Supervision of compliance with and adjustments to the TRA by the managers;
• TRA as a study of the sub-tasks, activities and actions of employees;
• As a basis for drawing up work instructions;
• Provide insight and analysis of the relationship between actions and risks and measures to be
taken;
• Working out a specific TRA in groups based on practical situations.
If you are a manager or you have a responsible position, you are legally obliged to cooperate with
and apply risk analysis in collaboration with your prevention service. The TRA workshop provides an
ideal practical and concrete interpretation of this assignment. The insights that you will pick up and
the preparation of a concrete TRA within your field will be an added value in providing leadership
and following up on whom you have been appointed.

Dutch (English or other language on request)
Managers, project managers, team leaders, safety positions, technicians, work
managers, prevention advisers, VCA officers, interested parties
Date to be determined
½ day (4 hrs)
Place to be determined
20 places available
Open training 120 euros / person
In-company customized training: 590 euros / half day
Participant certificate: "Workshop: Task Risk Analysis"

NOTE: Other forms of participatory risk analysis methods can also be offered in the form of a
workshop. Feel free to inquire about the tailor-made options for your organization.

